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Abstract (en)
The bridge dilatation joint consists of the pair of blocks interconnected by a flexible sealing profile (16), each block being formed by at least three
vertically stacked layers (1, 2, 3) of plastic concrete compound. At least the two lower layers (1, 2) can be anchored to the bridge structure (5, 6)
through an impregnation base coating (7). For manufacture said bridge dilatation joint the impregnation coating is applied along the two edges of
a dilatation gap (4) onto the roughened bridge structure (5, 6). After fixing the gapshape the both first joint layers (1) are casted in the thickness of
the level of the courses of roadway structure (9). After applying an appropriate waterproof insulation (10) on the levelling courses (9) and the first
layers (1), the second layers (2) are casted in the thickness of the total height of a protective covering (11) and the bearing course (12) of roadway
structure. On the bearing course (12) and said second layers (2) provided with a separator layer (13), the continuous wearing course (15) is laid and
thereafter removed from the second layers (2) together with the separator (13). The dilatation gap (4) is then covered with a flexible sealing profile
(16), and the second layers (2) are coated with an adhesive film. Then the two segments of the third layer (3) are casted in a thickness to the level
of the running surface of the wearing course. The empty part of the dilatation gap between the two third layer segments is then filled with a flexible
sealing material (17).
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